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9KW

12KW

900
1800
2700
3600
4500
5400
6300
7200
8100
9000
1200
2400
3600
4800
6000
7200
8400
9600
10800
12000

1082
484
311
213
170
142
113
99
88
68
811
363
213
149
119
85
73
64
56
51

400

1674
811
501
363
273
213
183
149
132
102
1217
563
363
256
192
149
109
96
85
76

Note: Backup time depends on the quality of the battery,age of battery and type of battery.
Specifications of batteries may vary depending on different manufacturers.
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Support three-phase equipment
State
Fault Reference Code
Warning Indicator

600

21
22
23
25
27
27
28
29
30
31
33
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Fault code 80

CAN data loss

Fault code 81

Host data loss

Fault code 82

Synchronization data loss

Fault code 83

Fault code 84

Fault code 85

Fault code 86

Fault code 87

Fault code 88

Fault code 89

1.Check if communication
cables are connected well
and restart the inverter.
2.If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.

ABOUT THIS MANUAL

The battery voltage of
each inverter isnot
the same.

1. Make sure all inverters s

Purpose
This manual describes the assembly, installation and troubleshooting of this unit. Please
read this manual carefully before installations and operations. Keep this manual for
future reference.

AC input voltage and
frequency are
detected different

1. Check the grid wiring

Scope
This manual provides safety and installation guidelines as well as information on tool
and wiring.

AC output current
unbalance

1.Restart the inverter.
2.If the problem remains,
please contact your installer

AC output mode setting
is different

1. Switch off the inverter

Current feedback into the
inverter is detected.

1.Restart the inverter.
2.If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.

The firmware version of
each inverter is not the
same.

1. Update all inverter firmware

The output current of each
inverter is different.

1. Check if sharing cables are

CAN ID setting Error

1.Switch off the inverter and
check the DIP switch setting.
2.If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.

Fault code 90
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hare same groups of
batteries together.
2. If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.
conncetion and restart the
inverter.
2. If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.

and check the DIP switch
setting.
2. If the problem remains,
please contact you installer.r

to the same version.
2. If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.

connected well and restart
the inverter.
2. If the problem remains,
please contact your installer.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Before using the inverter, please read all instructions and cautionary markings on
the unit and this manual. Store the manual where it can be accessed easily.
CAUTION -To reduce rise of injury, charge only deep-cycle lead acid type
rechargeable batteries. Other types of batteries may burst, causing personal injury
and damage.
Do not disassemble the unit. Take it to a qualified service center when service or
repair is required. Incorrect re-assemble may result in a risk of electric shock or fire.
To reduce risk of electric shock, disconnect all wirings before attempting any
maintenance or cleaning. Turning off the unit will not reduce this risk.
CAUION-Only qualified personnel can install this device with battery.
NEVER charger a frozen battery.
For optimum operation of this energy storage inverter, please follow required spec to
select appropriate cable size. It’s very important to correctly operate this energy
storage inverter.
Be very cautious when working with metal tools on or around batteries. A
potential risk exists to drop a tool to spark or short circuit batteries or other
electrical parts and could cause an explosion.
Please strictly follow installation procedure when you want to disconnect AC or DC
terminals, Please refer to INSTALLATION section of this manual for the battery
supply.
Fuse 2 pieces of 200A,58VDC for 9KW,3pieces of 200A,58VDC for 12KW, are
provided as over-current protection for the battery supply.
GROUNDION INSTRUCTIONS-This energy storage inverter should be connected to
a permanent grounded wiring system. Be sure to comply with local requirements
and regulation to install this inverter.
NEVER cause AC output and DC input short circuited. Do NOT connect to the
mains when DC input short circuits.
Warning!! Only qualified service persons are able to service this device. If errors
still persist after following troubleshooting table, please send this energy storage
inverter back to local dealer or service center for maintenance.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

INTRODUCTION
This is a multi-function Energy Storage Inverter, combining functions of inverter, OnGrid, MPPT solar charger and battery charger to offer uninterruptible power support with
portable size. Its comprehensive LCD display offers user-configurable and easyaccessible button operation such as battery charging current, AC/solar charger priority,
and accertable input voltage based on different applications.
Features
Pure sine wave invrter
Built-in MPPT solar charge controller Ongrid Inverter with Energy Storage
Selectable input voltage range for home appliances and personal computers LCD
setting
Selectable battery charging current based on applications via LCD Selectable
Multiple application Load priority mode, Math load mode, Sell mode, Backup UPS
mode and Off grid priority mode
Auto restart while AC is recovering
Smart battery charge design for optimized battery performance
Multiple communication for RS-485 and CAN bus
Overload and short circuit protection
Multiple operations: Grid tie, off grid, and grid-tie with backup
Unique structure design to ensure good heat dissipation, greatly improved
product lifespan
Basic System Architecture
This energy storage inverter can provide Power to connected loads by utilizing PV
power, grid power and battery power.

External
Battery pack
Grid

PV panel

PV panel

PV panel

Home Appliances
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Product Overview

Grid
MAX Charging Current per phase
Default Grid Charging Current per phase
Default Solar Charging Current per phase

9KW

12KW
4
5
3

391*836*555
1
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129

2
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LCD display
2. Status indicator
3. Charging indicator
4. Fault indicator
5. Function buttons
6. Grid breaker
7. Load
8. Grid
9. PV input
10. Battery input
11. AC output breaker
12. CAN&RS485 communication port
13. BTS
14. Grounding

7 14 8 14

Packing List
Before installation, please inspect the unit. Be sure that nothing inside
the package is damaged. You should have received the following items inside of
package:
The unit x1
User manual x1
communication cable(RJ45 to DB9) x1
BTS cable x1
Software CD x1
Fixing screws(M8*15) x4
communication cable(USB to RS485 ) x1(Optional)
30
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User Environment
Put the apparatus on level floor and lock cartwheel.
On both sode of the equipment more than 50cm from walls or other
obstructions, to facilitate heat dissipation
Do not put the inverter on flammable construction materials. The
inverter cannot be used in metal dust environment.
Avoid direct sunlight, rain, or use of this equipment in damp conditions
The inverter cannot be used in Corrosive materials, salt and combustible gas.

9KW

12KW

9KW

12KW

3*3KW

3*3KW

Per Phase

Battery Connection
CAUTION: For safety operation and regulation compliance, it’s requested to install a
separate DC over-current protector or disconnect device between battery and
inverter. It may not be requested to have a disconnect device in some applications,
however, it’s still requested to have over-current protection installed. Please refer to
typical amperage in below table as required fuse or breaker size.

C1

WARNING! All wiring must be performed by a qualified personnel. WARNING! It's
very important for system safety and efficient operation to use appropriate cable for
battery connection. To reduce risk of injury, please use the proper recommended cable
and terminal size as below.
NOTE1: Please only use sealed lead acid battery, Lithium battery. Please check
maximum charging voltage and current when first using this inverter.
NOTE2: Please use 60VDC/300A circuit breaker.
NOTE3: The over voltage category of the battery input is II.
Voltage

Please follow below steps to implement battery connection:
Step 1: Check the nominal voltage of batteries. The nominal input voltage for
inverter is 48VDC.Remov the battery cable locking bar.
Step 2: User battery cable remove insulation sleeve 10 mm to crimping terminal and
heat shrinkable sleeve(25mm).
Step 3: Insert the ring terminal of battery from underneath to battery connector of
inverter and make the bolts(M8*15) are tightened with torque 2~3Nm.
Make sure polarity at both the battery and the energy storage inverter is correctly
connected and ring terminals are tightly screwed to the battery terminals and screw up
the battery cable locking bar.
WARNING! Wrong connections will damage the unit permanently.

Bulk

Absorption

Float

Float Voltage

Refloat Voltage

Absorb Voltage

Current
Max Current

Absorb Current
Float Current

Absorb
CC

Absorb
CV

Float
CC

Float
CV

Timer
Voltage
Float Voltage

Refloat Voltage

Absorb Voltage

Current
Max Current

Absorb Current
Float Current

Timer
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Recommended battery cable and terminal size:
9KW

12KW

9000W

12000W

Ring Terminal
Mode

immediately @Short circuit;

Typical
Amperage

Battery
Capacity

9KW

180A

400AH

12KW

240A

600AH

Wire Size
2*3AWG

Cable
(mm2)

3*4AWG

54
63

2*2AWG

67

3*3AWG

80

Dimensions

Torque Value

D(mm) L(mm)
8.4

35

2~3Nm

8.4

39

2~3Nm

Battery cable
locking bar

BAT-

BAT+

Rated output current per phase

No-load

70W

120W

28
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PV Connection

Notice: This inverter three independence PV chargers(PV1,PV2,PV3),you can only
connect one solar panel or connect two solar panel or connect three solar panel all.
CAUTION: Before connecting to PV modules, please install separately a DC circuit
breaker between inverter and PV modules.
WARNING! All wiring must be performed by a qualified personnel
WARNING! It's Very important for system safety and efficient operation to use
appropriate cable for PV module connection. To reduce rise of injury, please use the
proper recommended cable size an blow.
2
Suggested user 1*6AWG(13.3MM ) cable for PV wires and Torque 2~2.5Nm.
PV Module Selection:
When selecting proper PV modules, please be sure to
consider below parameters:
1. Open circuit Voltage(Voc) of PV modules not exceeds
max. PV array open circuit voltage of inverter.
2. Open circuit Voltage(Voc) of PV modules should be
higher than min. Battery voltage.

SPECIFICATIONS

9KW

12KW

Solar Charger Mode
INVERTER MODEL

9KW/12KW

Max. PV Array Open Circuit Voltage

145Vdc

PV Array MPPT Voltage Range

64Vdc~130Vdc

Min.Battery Voltage for PV charge

34Vdc

Please follow below steps to implement battery connection:
Step 1: Remove insulation sleeve 8 mm and insert conductor into cable ring
terminal.
Step 2: Check correct polarity of connection cable from solar panel and PV input
connectors. after that, connect the one solar panel positive to
PV1+,negative to PV1-; connect the second solar panel positive to PV2+,
negative to PV2-; connect the thirdly solar panel positive to PV3+,
negative to PV3-.
Step 3: Make sure the wires are right and securely connected.

6
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87

Power feedback protection

88

Firmware version inconsistent

89

Current sharing fault

90

CAN ID setting Error

GRID/AC OUTPUT Connection
Preparation
CAUTION!! Before connection to Grid, please install a separate AC breaker between
inverter and Grid. This will ensure the inverter can be securely disconnected during
maintenance and fully protected from over current of Grid. The recommended spec of
AC breaker is 63A/400V.
CAUTION!! There are two terminal blocks with “AC OUTPUT” and “Grid” markings.
Please do NOT-misconnect load and grid connectors.
WARNING! It's very important for system safety and efficient operation to use
appropriate cable for AC connection. To reduce risk of injury, please use the proper
recommended cable terminal size as below.
Mode
9KW/12W

AC Output

Gird

Ring Terminal
Wire Size

Cable
(mm2)

Dimensions
D(mm)

L(mm)

10~8 AWG

5.3~8.4

6.3

25

8-6 AWG

8.4~13.3 6.3

29

Torque Value

2~2.5Nm
2~2.5Nm

Please follow below steps to implement battery connection:
Step 1: Before make AC OUTPUT/Grid connection, be sure to open battery DC
protector and AC breaker between inverter and Grid.
Step 2: Remove insulation sleeve 8 mm for conductors and
crimping terminal and heat shrinkable sleeve(25mm).
Step 3: connect the Grid phase R(U),S(V),T(W) ,N wires to
Grid-R,-S, -T,-N of inverter silk-screen
respectively. tighten the terminal screws.
Step 4: then, connect the Load R(U),S(V),T(W) ,N wires to
AC OUTPUT-R,-S,-T,-N of inverter silk-screen respectively. tighten the
terminal screws.
Step 5: Make sure the wires are securely connected.
CAUTION: Important
Be sure to connect AC with correct polarity. If L and N wires are connected reversely, it
may cause grid short-circuited when these inverters are worked in parallel operation. If
Grid phase R,S and T wires are connected reversely, it may be caused inverter connect
fail.
CAUTION: Appliances such as air conditioner are required at least 2~3 minutes to
restart because it's required to have enough time to balance refrigerant gas inside of
circuits. If a power shortage occurs and recovers in a short time, it will cause damage to
your connected appliances. To prevent this kind of damage, please check manufacturer
of air conditioner if it's equipped with time-delay function before installation. Otherwise,
this energy storage inverter will trig overload fault and cut off output to protect your
appliance but sometime it still causes internal damage to the air conditioner.
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WARNING INDICATOR

AC Output
Grid

Connecting To The GROUND
For safe operation, please use one more wire with ring terminal to connect
grounding.
Ring Terminal
Wire Size

8AWG

Cable
(mm2)

Dimensions
D(mm)

L(mm)

10

6.3

25

Torque Value

2~2.5Nm

8

Parameter error

80

CAN fault

81

Host loss

82

Synchronization loss

83

Battery voltage detected different

84

AC input voltage and frequency
detected different

85

AC output current unbalance

86

AC output mode setting is different
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Communication And BTS Connection
Communication connection
Please use supplied communication cable to connect to inverter and PC. Insert
bundled CD into a computer and follow on-screen instruction to install the monitoring
software. For the detailed software operation, please check user manual of software inside
of CD. You should use RJ45 cable as follows.

COM

BTS

BTS connection
An optional battery Remote Temperature Sensor(BTS) is recommended for accurate
battery recharging. The controller will not perform temperature compensation for charging
parameters if the BTS is not used. You should use the RJ11 cables to connect Negative
Temperature Coefficient(NTC), as follows:

NTC

COM

24

BTS

9

OPERATION AND DISPLAY PANEL

stop state

Fault Reference Code

10
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when it has sufficient sunshine

charging

Errors
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Support three-phase equipment
Step 1: Check the following requirements before commissioning:
Correct wire connection
Ensure all breakers in Line wires of load side are open and each Neutral wires of each
unit are connected together.
Step 2: Turn on all units sequentially
LCD display in L1-phase
unit

LCD display in L2-phase
unit

LCD display in L3-phase
unit

Step 3: Switch on all AC breakers of Line wires in grid. If grid is detected and
three phases are matched with unit setting, they will work normally. Otherwise,
the AC icon

will flash and they will not work in line mode.

LCD display in L1-phase
unit

LCD display in L2-phase
unit

LCD display in L3-phase
unit

Step 4: If there is no more fault alarm, the system to support 3-phase equipment is
completely installed.
Step 5: Please switch on all breakers of Line wires in load side. This system will start to
provide power to the load.

,

Note 1:To avoid overload occurring, before turning on breakers in load side, it s better to
have whole system in operation first.
Note 2: Transfer time for this operation exists. Power interruption may happen to critical
devices, which cannot bear transfer time.

grid

12
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Load priority mode

larger

M

S

Off grid priority mode

20

13

higher

184-272

Choose the L1,L2,L3 phase unithy by pressing
105-272
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“Enter” key
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until user turns keys on.

grid

disable

* 09
* 11
* 46

08
10
45

07 max voltage
balance voltage point
the min voltage point.
DC recovery voltage
low DC cut-off voltage.
44 solar changer float voltage solar changer refloat voltage
solar changer absorb voltage.
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start selling

15

can be referred to
of the page 28 in this manual.

by
8 of the page 16 in this manual.
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